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TTF Corporation focuses on providing interior-exterior
services and bespoke furniture for acclaimed properties
around the world, specifically hotels and resorts, as well as
restaurants, luxury retail boutiques, and residential
properties.

TTF Corporation now sets the vision of sustainable growth in
both quality and speed to provide a total furnishings
solution to any space in and out of Vietnam.

TTF Corporation believes that creating interiors is a
personal commitment to our customers in every aspect,
from space planning, budget definition, design concepts,
to construction documents and final installation. We offer
quality furnishings by balancing tradition and innovation.

Our work foundation is the relationship with our clients. We
understand that each project has specific needs and
demands the highest quality level in the work involved, so
our approach is flexible and responsive.



• 29 years of furniture making at your
disposal.

• 110.000 square meters of manufacturing
space.

• 400 containers/month of loose furniture.
• 100 containers/ month of cabinets and

kitchens.

• Run simple by SAP.
• The preferred destination for the world's

most well-known international retailers.
• Leading national supplier of projects,

hospitality, and residential interiors.





Our headquarter is in Binh Duong, Vietnam,
while our 11 member companies and 13
factories are spread across the territory of
Vietnam.

With 25 years of experience in designing,
producing, constructing, and installing interior
and exterior spaces, our products represent
modern design features, vary in materials and
colors, and carry unique styles that are suitable
for each type of space. This opens a wide
range of choices for our customers, so they
can find delight in developing their creativity.

TTF is proud to be one of the manufacturers
that can satisfy even the most fastidious
customers in both domestic and foreign
markets.













The Kitchen Cabinet is an important piece of furniture 
in modern kitchens. You can choose wooden 
products with diverse designs and patterns depending 
on your needs and preferences. The kitchen is the 
heart of the house, the place to keep the fire of 
happiness burning. With energy, effort, and 
enthusiasm, TTF will help you spread love to everyone.
The factory has an area of 30,000m2. Each month is 
capable of producing 100 kitchen cabinets that meet 
export standards to the US.

The leading manufacturer of all 
wood kitchen cabinets and 
vanities in Vietnam.



ZONES OF A FUNCTIONAL KITCHEN

US Cabinets - American kitchen cabinets for Vietnamese homes, with more than 25 years of experience in
manufacturing and construction for the US, European markets, along with construction experience for real
estate projects of other companies. Leading investors in Vietnam, such as Vingroup, Sungroup,... spread
across the country. Along with the experience in the profession and the criterion of always putting the
customer at the center of the design, US Cabinets will bring a great experience to each customer.



Today’s kitchen isn’t just about cooking and cleaning. As the hub of the home, the kitchen is more multi-
functional than ever. Hence, kitchen designers have to think more flexibly, and layout spaces based on the
particular activities that will take place there, based on their clients’ needs. Making your operation efficient
and optimal makes cooking more enjoyable. Refrigerator - prep sink - cooking - pantry storage- always
make sure everything you need is always within reach.

KITCHEN WORK TRIANGLE



Easy Installation and Repair
No need to worry about the lengthy
installation process that affects your living
space. Smart design and a professional team
ensure the installation is completed within 3-5
days.

Cost-Effective
The prefabricated nature of modular
kitchen systems allows for simple and quick
installation on-site, often taking no more
than a week to complete the procedure.
Additionally, the process of mounting also
requires less labor.

Dependable Quality
With a specialized factory scale for
kitchen cabinets, over 30,000 m2. The
quality and stability of products are
always strictly adhered to by TTF
according to export standards. TTF
builds every kitchen cabinet and vanity
to the highest standards and stands
behind our kitchen cabinets with a
warranty.

MODULAR 
KITCHEN DESIGN



MATERIAL
“For a beautiful life“ TTF has been 
successful in using the natural wood 
source and investing in planting 
production forests simultaneously to 
preserve the forest resources and the 
environment. Up to now, TTF has had 
access to 50.000 hectares of forestland 
and more than 14.000 hectares of forest 
that are ready to be exploited. 
Currently, our corporations have the 
largest area of forestation in Vietnam.

FINISHING SURFACES
A wide range of finishing surfaces, 
including melamine, paint, laminate, 
and acrylic, with each finish, US 
Cabinets always updates the latest 
trends to ensure the aesthetic of the 
kitchen.

KITCHEN ACCESSORIES
Feel the smoothness and lightness of 
opening or lifting the cabinet door to 
ensure the kitchen accessories serve 
your best rhythm.

DEPENDABLE QUALITY



Modern kitchens come with high-class accessories; TTF cooperates with
leading equipment suppliers for the Vietnamese market and ensures
customers have a variety of choices for home kitchens.

Induction hobs

Sink

Kitchen Faucet

PARTNERS

KITCHEN APPLIANCES



A clever accessory that moves in response to
your every action makes for a smart kitchen. The
accessory supply partners have worked with TTF
for many years to ensure that the right
accessories are supplied for the customer's
needs.

PARTNERS

KITCHEN ACCESSORIES



In today's homes, kitchen cabinets are essential, and RTA
products save on expensive freight. Our 30,000 m2 factory
manufactures mostly for US cabinet and RTA product
retailers, while another smaller factory caters to high-end
customers in Vietnam under the Meister brand, using top
technology and equipment we imported from German,
Italy and Taiwan.

100 CONTAINERS / MONTH



MATERIAL STORAGE



UV LINE



CNC CUTTING MACHINES



CNC CUTTING MACHINES



CNC ROUTER



GATHERING AREA



4-SIDE-PLANER



CNC DOUBLE END TENONER



AUTOMATIC EDGE SANDING LINE



FRAME SANDING LINE



HANGING LINE



FINISHING AREA





PACKAGING AREA





LOADING CONTAINER



KITCHEN LAYOUTS

The kitchen is one of the most important spaces in the house; a place to feel and 
enjoy the taste of home, making everyday tasks easier.



Dimension

Base Cabinet

W2200 x D5800 x H8500

Wall Cabinet

W2200 x D5800 x H8500



FRAMELESS



FRAMELESS



FRAMELESS



FRAMELESS



Shaker 
(MDF/Woo
d)
Dimension/ Kích thước (mm)

1. Base Cabinet/ Tủbếp dưới

W2200 x D5800 x H8500

2. Wall Cabinet/ Tủbếp trên

W2200 x D5800 x H8500



SHAKER (MDF/Wood)









L Shape 
Dimension/ Kích thước (mm)

1. Base Cabinet/ Tủbếp dưới

W2200 x D5800 x H8500

2. Wall Cabinet/ Tủbếp trên

W2200 x D5800 x H8500





Dimension (mm)

1. Top cabinet

W3300 x D5800 x H850

2.Wall cabinet

W3300 x D370 x H1100

3. Tall cabinet

W1300 x D580 x H2550

US



Dimension (mm)

1.Top cabinet

W3300 x D5800 x H850

2.Wall cabinet

W3300 x D370 x H1100

3.Tall cabinet

W1300 x D580 x H2550



Dimension (mm)

1.Top cabinet

W3300 x D5800 x H850

2.Wall cabinet

W3300 x D370 x H1100

3.Tall cabinet

W1300 x D580 x H2550



Dimension (mm)

1.Top cabinet

W3300 x D5800 x H850

2.Wall cabinet

W3300 x D370 x H1100

3.Tall cabinet

W1300 x D580 x H2550



Dimension (mm)

1. Base Cabinet

W2200 x D5800 x H8500

2. Wall Cabinet

W2200 x D5800 x H8500
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KITCHEN ISLAND
Dimension(mm)

1. Base Cabinet

W2200 x D5800 x H8500

2. Wall Cabinet

W2200 x D5800 x H8500



KITCHEN ISLAND



KITCHEN ISLAND

Dimension (mm)

1. Top cabinet

W3300 x D5800 x H850

2.Wall cabinet

W3300 x D370 x H1100

3. Tall cabinet

W1300 x D580 x H2550



KITCHEN ISLAND



KITCHEN ISLAND



KITCHEN ISLAND



KITCHEN ISLAND



Dimension(mm)

1. Top cabinet

W3300 x D5800 x H850

2.Wall cabinet

W3300 x D370 x H1100

3. Tall cabinet

W1300 x D580 x H2550

KITCHEN ISLAND



TRUONG THANH FURNITURE GROUP

Address: DT 747 St, Uyen Hung Town, Tan Uyen District, Binh Duong Province.
Phone : +84(0274) 3642 004/005 - Fax : (0274) 3642 006
Email: contact@truongthanh.com/sales@truongthanh.com
Website : www.truongthanh.com

HO CHI MINH OFFICE

Address: 1 Einstein, Binh Tho Ward, Thu Duc District, Ho Chi Minh City.


